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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

V. SURGICAL TECHNIQUE 

V.1. INTRODUCTION

Each surgical procedure must be carefully planned.

X-Ray of the tibial fracture in AP and lateral position shall be perfromed before starting the operation in order to defi ne the type of fra-
cure and the size of intramedullary nail (length, diameter). To defi ne the length of the nail, measuring the length of the fi bula can be 
helpful. The operation shall be perfromed on operating table equipped with traction and C-arm device. 

When patient is placed supine, the operated limb should be bent in the hip at an angle of 70-90º, abducted at an angle of 10-20º 
and bent at 80-90º in the knee joint; the ankle joint should stay in neutral position (foot perpendicular to tibia).

Supine position shall enable x-Ray control in AP and lateral position. 

Surgical approach should be prepared by:
•  longitudial skin incision from the lower pole of patella to the point placed 

medially from tuberosity of tibia,
•  longitudial incision along medial edge of patella tendor and its aside move.

Insertion point is placed on extension of the line proceeding in the middle 
of medullary canal (X-Ray in aP position) and on the tuberosity edge of tib-
ia and its front epiphysis edge.

Intramedullary canal should be 1.5-2.0 mm wider than the diameter of tib-
ial nail.

In the case of reaming the canal, the intramedullary canal should be wider 
1.5-2 mm then the diameter of the nail. The proximal part of the canal shall 
be widened for 12 mm at the depth of 5 cm. 
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V.2. OPENING THE MEDULLARy CANAL

 After preparing the surgical approach and locating insertion point for the nail (de-
scription: chapter III.1. Introduction), use the electical drive to insert Kirschner wire 

(recommended 2/310 mm) into intramedullary canal at an angle appropriate to the defl ec-
tion of the nail shaft to the main axis (13 degrees). 

The process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

Kirschner wire acts as the guide for the Curved Awl.
Kirschner wire is a single use instrument.

 After preparing 1

 Open the intramedullary canal leading 
the Curved Awl [40.5523] via Kirschner 

Wire. 

Remove the Curved Awl and Kirchner Wire.

Note:
It is recommended to open the intrame-
dullary canal with technique described 
in step 1 and 2. However, the surgeon 
may use different technique depending 
on equipment of the surgical suite.

 Open 2

V.3. PREPARATION Of INTRAMEDULLARy CANAL fOR NAIL INSERTION

OPTION I: Reamed canal

 Insert the Guide Rod 2.5/580 [40.3673.580] into the medullary canal until its tip reaches 
the distal epiphysis of tibia, reducing the fracture at the same time.

Gradually widen intramedulallary canal using the fl exible reamers with steps of 0.5 mm 
until it reaches the diameter 1.5 to 2 mm wider then the nail, to the depth at least equal 
to the nail length.
In the case of using the nail 10 mm or smaller diameter, widen proximal part of intramedullary 
canal with reamer to the 12 mm diameter to the depth approx. 5 cm. 

Remove the fl exible reamer.
Leave the fl exible reamer guide in the medullar canal.

 Insert 3

Kirschner wire 
2/310 mm

fl exible reamer

reamer guide
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OPTION II: Unreamed canal

 Mount the Guide rod handle [40.1351] on the Guide Rod 
[40.3673.580] and advance into intramedullary canal until its tip 

reaches the distal epiphysis of tibia, reducing the fracture 
at the same time.

Remove the Guide rod handle from the Guide Rod.

Widen the proximal part of the intramedullary canal with fl exible reamers 
to the depth approx. 5 cm. In the case of using the nail 10 mm or small-
er diameter, widen proximal part of medullary canal to the 12 mm di-
ameter; for nail 11 mm or larger – the diameter 1.5 to 2 mm wider then 
the diameter of the nail.

Remove the Flexible Reamer. 
Leave the Guide Rod in medullary canal.

 Insert the Nail Lenght Measure [40.4798.500] via 
the Guide Rod. The tip of the Measure should be placed 

in desired depth of nail insertion. Read the length of the nail on the 
measure. 
Remove the Nail Lenght Measure from the Guide Rod.

In the case of solid nail, remove the Guide Rod from the medul-
lary canal.
The medullary canal is prepared for the nail insertion.

 Mount 3

 Insert 4

 In the case of using other guide for the reamer 
then the Guide Rod, insert the Tefl on Pipe 

Guide 8/400 [40.3700] into the medullary canal.

Remove the Reamer Guide.

 Mount the Guide rod handle [40.1351] on the Guide 
Rod (for cannulated nail) [40.3673.580] and ad-

vance into the Tefl on Pipe Guide 8/400 [40.3700] until its 
tip reaches the distal epiphysis of tibia.

Remove the Guide rod handle.
Remove the Tefl on Pipe Guide 8/400.

 Insert the Nail Length Measure [40.4798.500] via 
the Guide Rod. The tip of the measure should be 

placed in the desired depth. Read the nail lenght on the 
measure. 

Remove the Measure from the Guide Rod.

In the case of using solid nail, remove the Guide Rod from 
the intramedullary canal. 

4

 Mount 5

 Insert 5a
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Then:
Right leg:
• connective part of the Distal targeter D should be inserted into socket of the Targeter arm from 

the right side and mounted using nut.
• the slider of the Distal targeter D in distal part should be arranged in such way, that its adjusting 

and mounting elements are placed on the left side.

Left leg:
• connective part of Distal targeter D should be inserted into socket of the Targeter arm from left 

side and mounted using nut.
• slider of the Distal targeter D in distal part should be arranged in such a way, that its adjusting 

and mounting elements are placed on the right side.

 Using the Socket Wrench S8 [40.5304] fi x the intramedullary nail to the Targeter arm B 
[40.5301] with the Connecting Screw M8x1.25 L-91 [40.5325].

IMPORTANT!
The accordance in direction of defl ection of the nail distal part and the Distal targeter D 
[40.5322] proves the mounting correctness. 

 Using 6

V.4. NAIL INSERTION

Note:
The way of mounting the Targeter arm B [40.5301] 
with the Distal targeter D [40.5322] and the position 
of the slider in distal part depends on the operated limb 
(left or right).
It is recommended to place the targeter in such way that 
its proximal part is directed to the operator and the dis-
tal bent part is directed upward.

targeter settings 
for left limb

targeter settings 
for right limb
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 Setting the Distal targeter D [40.5322] to the nail. Using the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] adjust the sliding element 
of the targeter in the middle of the slider plate. With a pair of two Set Blocks 9/4.5 [40.3616] place the slider of targeter in line 

with distal locking holes of the intramedullary nail. Secure the slider of targeter with screw using the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619].

VERIfy: 
If the slider is properly set and secured, the set blocks should smoothly pass through the nail holes.

Remove set blocks from the targeter slider. Dismount the Distal targeter D [40.5322] from the Targeter arm B [40.5301].

 Setting 7

 Connect the Impactor-Extractor [40.5308] with the Targeter arm B 
[40.5301]. 

 Insert the nail into medullary canal to the appropriate depth using 
the Mallet [40.3667].

Attention!
Cannulated nail should be inserted into the medullary canal via 
the Guide Rod [40.3673.580].
Solid nail should be inserted directly into the medullary canal (witho-
ut use of guide rod).

Dismount the Impactor – Extractor [40.5308] from the guide.
Remove the Guide Rod (when cannulated nail was used).

 Connect 8

 Insert 9
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V.5. DISTAL LOCKING Of INTRAMEDULLARy NAIL.

V.5.1. OPTION I: x-Ray control

 Verify the position of holes in the targeter slider and in the distal part of the nail using image intersifi er.

• Mount the Distal targeter D [40.5322] onto the Targeter arm [40.5301].
• Place image intensifi er in such way, that the image on display shows round shaped holes (proximal or distal) in the nail.
• Insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] into the appropriate hole of targeter slider until its tip reaches the soft tissue. 
• Verify with X-Ray mutual position of the hole in the Drill Guide and the hole in the intramedullary nail.

The holes in the nail and the drill guide are to be congruent on the display – circle shape should be shown (shape similar to circ-
le is accepted). The position of targeter should be corrected in the case shape on the display is different from circle. Then using 
the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619], shift targeter slider (by turning the screw to the left or to the right) to the position when 
circle shape are shown on the display (shape similar to circle is accepted).

 Verify 10

 Insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] (one groove on the handle) with 
the Trocar 6.5 [40.3617] into the one hole of slider (distal hole recom-

mended). Mark the entry point for the locking screw and make the incision 
throught the soft tissues.

Advance the Trocar until it reaches the cortex bone and mark the entry point 
for the drill. Simultaneously advance the Protective Guide until it touches 
the cortex bone.

Remove the Trocar.

 Insert 11
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 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] (with two grooves) into the Pro-
tective Guide left in the slider hole. Mount the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 

[40.5330] on the surgical drive and advance it through the Drill Guide. Drill 
the hole in the tibia through both cortex layers and the nail hole. The scale 
on the Drill shows the length of locking element. 

The drilling process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

Dismount the Surgical Drive. 
Leave the Drill in the reamed hole.

 Insert 12

 Insert the Protective Guide 9/6.5 
[40.3614] with the Trocar 6.5 

[40.3617] into the second (distal) slider 
hole of the Distal targeter D [40.5322]. 
Advance the Protective Guide with Tro-
car until it reaches the cortex bone. Using 
the Trocar mark the entry point for inser-
tion of locking screw.

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slid-
er hole.

 Insert 13

 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] into the Protective Guide 9/6.5 
[40.3614]. Mount the Dril With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] on the surgical 

drive and advance it through the drill guide. Drill the hole in the tibia through 
both cortex layers and the nail hole. The scale on the drill indicates the lenght 
of locking elements. 

The drilling process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

Remove the Drill and Drill Guide.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider.

 Insert 14
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 Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] through the Protective 
Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] into the drilled hole until its hook reaches 

the „exit” plane of the hole. 
Read the length of the locking screw on the B-D scale. The tip of the protec-
tive guide should rest on the cortex during the measurement. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Insert 15

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal 
Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] into 

the socket of the defi nite locking screw.
Advance such sytem into the Protective 
Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] and insert the lock-
ing screw into prepared hole until the head 
of the screw reaches the cortex bone 
(the groove on the hexagonal Screw-
driver 3.5 shaft matches the edge of pro-
tective guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5.

 Insert 16

 Remove the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] and the Drill Guide 
6.5/3.5 [40.3615] from the second hole of slider. Leave the Protec-

tive Guide [40.3614] in the slider hole. Insert the Screw Length Measure 
[40.1374] through the Protective Guide [40.3614] into the drilled hole until 
its hook reaches “exit” plane of the hole.

Read the length of locking screw on the B-D scale.

The tip of the Protective Guide should rest on the cortex during 
the measurement. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Remove 17
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 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] into socket 
of the defi nite locking screw. 

Advanced such system into the Protective Guide [40.3614] and insert 
the locking screw into prepared hole in the bone until the head of the screw 
reaches the cortex bone (the groove on the hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
shaft matches the edge of protective guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Protective Guide.

 Insert 18

V.5.2. OPTION II: whitout x-Ray control

Setting nail holes by adjusting position of targeter D slider

 Mount the Distal targeter D [40.5322] onto the Targeter arm. Insert 
the Protective Rod into the nail via the Connecting Screw until it reach-

es the end of the nail. Mount the Guide rod handle [40.1351] onto the Guide 
Rod next to the head of the Connecting Screw. Then reverse the Guide Rod 
to the distance of 5-7 cm.

 Mount 19
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 Insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] with the Trocar [40.3617] into 
the slider hole (preferred distal one). Mark on the skin the entry 

point and make the incision through the soft tissues. Advance the Protec-
tive Guide with the Trocar until it reaches the cortex bone and mark 
the entry point for the drill.

Remove the Trocar.

 Insert 20

 Insert the Drill Guide 3.5mm [40.3615] into 
the Protective Guide left in the slider hole. 

The end of the Drill Guide should rest on the soft 
tissues.
Mount the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] 
on the surgical drive and advance it through the Drill 
Guide. Drill the hole in the tibia through fi rst cortex lay-
ers and the nail hole.

 Insert 21
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 Use the Guide Rod [40.3673.580] to verify if the drill properly hit the nail hole. If the drill 
properly hits the nail hole, the Guide Rod rests on the drill but the Guide rod handle does 

not reach the Connecting Screw. If the Drill passes through the fi rst cortical layer but does not 
pass the nail hole: 
• withdraw the Drill to enable movements of the slider,
• into the second hole of the Distal targeter D [40.5322] insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] 

with the Trocar [40.3617] and advance until the Protective Guide rests on the cortex bone. Use 
the Trocar to mark the entry point for the drill.

 
Remove the Trocar but leave the Protectine Guide in the slider hole.
 
• Insert the Protective Drill 3.5 [40.3615] into Protective Guide [40.3614] until its tip rests 

on the soft tissues. 
• Mount the Drill Guide [40.5330] on the surgical drive and drill hole through the fi rst cortex layer 

and the nail hole. 

 Use 22

If one of the holes (distal or proximal) is localized, locating another hole is not necessery.

If the drill passes the nail hole, the second cortex layer shoud be drilled through. After dismount-
ing the surgical drive, leave the drill in the hole. The scale on the drill shows the lenght of the lock-
ing elements.

NOTE: 
Clockwise turn of Hexagonal Screwdriver S3.5 [40.3619] moves the slider „top”, 
the turn in the opposite direction moves it „down.”
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 Insert the Drill Guide 3.5 [40.3615] into the Pro-
tective Guide [40.3614]. Mount the Drill With 

Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] on the surgical drive and ad-
vance it through the Drill Guide. Drill the hole in tibia 
through fi rst cortex layer and the nail hole. 

Verify if the drill is located in the hole using the rod. 
The tip of the Guide Rod should rest on the drill. 

If the drill passes through the nail hole, drill it through 
the second cortex layer. The scale on the drill indicates 
the lenght of the locking elements.

Remove the Drill and the Drill Guide.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Insert 25

 Insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] with the Tro-
car [40.3617] into the second (distal) slider hole 

of the Distal targeter D [40.5322]. 
Advance the Protective Guide with the Trocar until it rests 
on the cortex bone. Use the Trocar to mark the entry point 
to insert the Drill. 

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Insert 24
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 Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] 
through the Protective Guide [40.3614] into 

the drilled hole until its hook reaches the „exit” plane 
of the hole. Read the length of the locking screw 
on the B-D scale.

The tip of the Protective Guide should rest on the cor-
tex during the measurement.

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Insert 26

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619] into socket of the defi nite locking 

screw. Then advance such combined system into 
the Protective Guide [40.3614] and insert the locking 
screw into prepared hole in the bone until the head 
of the screw reaches the cortex bone (the groove 
on the hexagonal screwdriver 3.5 matches 
the edge of protective guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Pro-
tective Guide.

 Insert 27
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 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619] into the socket of defi nite locking screw. 

Then advance such combined system into the Protective 
Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] and insert the locking screw into 
prepared hole in the bone until the head of the screw 
reaches the cortex bone (the groove on the hexagonal 
Screwdriver 3.5 matches the edge of Protective Guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Protec-
tive Guide.

 Insert 29

 Remove the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] 
and the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] from 

the slider hole but leave the Protective Guide 9/6.5 
[40.3614]. Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] 
through the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] into 
the drilled hole until its hook reaches the „exit” plane 
of the hole. Read the length of locking screw 
on the B-D scale.

The tip of the Protective Guide should rest on the cor-
tex during the measurement. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Remove 28
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V.5.3. Insertion of instruments into slider holes of Distal targeter

Insertion of the devices into the slider hole of the Distal targeter is possible and depents on the chosen method.

I. static method:
The instruments [40.5000.600] should be inserted into the distal slider hole and in proximal part of the double hole.

II. dynamic and compressive method:
The instruments [40.5000.600] should be inserted into the distal slider hole and in distal part of the double hole.
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V.6. PROxIMAL NAIL LOCKING

V.6.1. Dynamic method and dynamic method with compression

IMPORTANT!
There are four holes in proximal part of the targeter for locking the nail.
The central hole of the targeter, marked COMPRESSION, should be used in dynamic or compression method for locking 
the nail in proximal part (correspondingly oval shaped hole in the intramedullary nail).

 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] into the Protective Guide 
9/6.5 [40.3614] 

Mount the Drill WIth the Scale 3.5/250 on the surgical drive and advance 
it through the Drill Guide. Drill the hole in the tibia through both cortex lay-
ers. Scale on the drill indicates the lenght of the locking elements. 

The process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

Remove the Drill and the Drill Guide.
Leave the Protective Guide in the slider hole.

 Insert 31

compression 
locking hole

 Insert the Protective Guide [40.3614] with the Tro-
car 6.5 [40.3617] into the hole (marked: „compres-

sion”). Mark on the skin the entry point for locking screw 
and make adequate approx. 1.5 cm long incision through 
soft tissues. Insert the Protective Guide with the Trocar 
until it reaches the cortex bone. Mark the point for drill in-
sertion using the Trocar.

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 30
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 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/4.5 [40.3696] into the Protective Guide 9/6.5 
[40.3614]. Insert the Drill 4.5/250 [40.1387] into the Drill Guide and wid-

en the hole in fi rst cortex layer.

The widening process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

Remove the Drill and the Drill Guide. 
Leave the Protective Guide in the targeter hole.

 Insert 32

 Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] 
through the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] 
into the drilled hole until its hook reaches „exit” 

plane of the hole. 
Read the length of locking screw on the B-D scale.

The tip of the Protective Guide should rest on the cor-
tex during the measurement. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide of the slider.

 Insert 33

IMPORTANT!
Use the proximal screw to lock the nail.

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] into 
the socket of the defi ned proximal screw.

Advance such combined system into the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] 
and insert the locking screw into prepared hole in the bone until the head 
of the screw reaches the cortex bone (the groove on the hexagonal Screw-
driver 3.5 matches the edge of the Protective Guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Protective Guide.

 Insert 34
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] into 
the Protective Guide. 

Mount the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] 
on the surgical drive and advance it through 
the Drill Guide. Drill the hole in the tibia through both 
cortex layers. Scale on the Drill indicates the lenght 
of the locking elements. 

The drilling process should be controlled 
with image intensifi er.

Remove the Drill and the Drill Guide.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 36

V.6.2. Static method

It is recommended to lock a nail in proximal part using two screws.
One of round holes should be used in every case of nail locking.

 Insert the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] with the Trocar 6.5 
[40.3617] into the hole of the Targeter B [40.5373]. 

Mark on the skin the entry point for the locking screw and make adequate 
1.5 cm long incision through the soft tissues.
Insert the Protective Guide with the Trocar until it reaches the cortex bone. 
Mark the entry point for drill insertion using the Trocar.

 Insert 35

 Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] through the Protective 
Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] into the drilled hole until its hook reaches 

„exit” plane of the hole. 
Read the length of the locking screw on the B-D scale.

The tip of the Protective Guide should rest on the cortex during 
the measurement. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 37
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619] into the head of the defi nite locking 

screw and then advance such system into the Protec-
tive Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] and insert the locking screw 
into prepared hole in the bone until the head 
of the screw reaches the cortex bone (the groove 
on the hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 matches 
the edge of the Protective Guide).
Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Pro-
tective Guide.

 Insert 38

 Use the second locking screw to lock the nail in the proximal part through the chosen tar-
geter hole. 

To lock the nail follow the steps from 35 to 38.

 Use 39
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Mount the Reconstruction targeter [40.5377] on the Target B 
[40.5373] to lock the nail using reconstruction holes. Insert thread-

ed arbor of the Reconstruction targeter into lateral hole of the Targeter arm B 
[40.5301] and connect both elements using the nut.

 Mount 41

 Insert the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] with 
the Trocar 6.5 [40.3617] into the hole of the Re-

construction targeter. Mark on the skin the entry point 
for locking screw and make 1.5 cm long incision of the soft 
tissues. Advance the Protective Guide together with the Tro-
car until it reaches the cortex bone. Use the Trocar to mark 
the entry point for the drill .

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 42

VI. SURGICAL TECHNIQUE - RECONSTRUCTIVE METHOD

VI.1.  PROxIMAL LOCKING Of THE RECONSTRUCTION INTRAMEDULLARy 
NAIL

 Reconstruction nail has 5 holes in proximal part. Decision about insertion site and num-
ber of used screws is to be made by sugeron and depends on the type of fracture. It is 

not necessary to lock reconstruction tibial nail in the reconstruction holes. In such case, lock 
the nail as in the compression method. It is important to pay attention to lack of compression 
possibilities in the case of using the reconstruction holes. 
In the case of locking the reconstruction tibial nail in the proximal part follow steps 
[30]-[39].

 Reconstruction nail has 5 holes 40

 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] into the Pro-
tective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] left in the hole 

of the targeter. Mount the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 
[40.5330] on the surgical drive and advance it through 
the Drill Guide. Drill the hole in the tibia to the appropiate 
depth. The scale on the Drill indicates the locking 
elements. 

Leave the Protective Guide together with Drill and Drill 
Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 43
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Insert the Protective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] with 
the Trocar 6.5 [40.3617] into second reconstruc-

tion hole of the targeter. Mark on skin entry point for the lock-
ing screw and 1.5 cm long incision of the soft tissues 
across the point. Advance the Protective Guide together 
with Trocar until it reaches the cortex bone. Use the Tro-
car to mark the entry point for the drill .

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 44

 Insert the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] into the Pro-
tective Guide 9/6.5 [40.3614] left in the hole 

of the targeter. Mount the Dril With Scale 3.5/250 
[40.5330] on the surgical drive and advance it through 
the Drill Guide. Drill the hole in the tibia to the appropriate 
depth. The scale on the drill indicates the locking 
elements

Leave the Protective Guide together with Drill and Drill 
Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Insert 45

 Remove the Drill With Scale [40.5330] and the Drill 
Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] from one of the targeter 

holes. Leave the Protective Guide 9/6.5 mm [40.3614] 
in the targeter hole. 
Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] through 
the Protective Guide into the drilled hole until its tip 
reaches the end of hole. Read the length of the locking 
screw on the B-D scale. During the measurement the end 
of the Protective Guide should rest on the cortex.

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

58 Remove 5846
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619] into the socket of the locking screw:

 - 4.5 mm [3.1654.xxx] in the case of standard locking,
 - 5.0 mm [3.1657.xxx] in the case of locking in threaded 
hole of nail.

Then advance such system into the Protective Guide 
9/6.5 mm [40.3614]. Insert the locking screw in the pre-
pared hole (until the groove on the hexagonal Screw-
driver 3.5 matches the edge of the Protective Guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5.
Leave the Protective Guide.

 Insert 47

3.1654.xxx
or
3.1657.xxx

 Remove the Drill With Scale 3.5/250 [40.5330] 
and the Drill Guide 6.5/3.5 [40.3615] from the sec-

ond hole of the reconstruction targeter. Leave the Protec-
tive Guide 9/6.5 mm [40.3614] in the targeter hole. Insert 
the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] through the Protec-
tive Guide into the drilled hole until its tip reaches the end 
of hole. 
Read the length of the locking screw on the B-D scale. 
During the measurement the end of the Protective Guide 
should rest on the cortex.

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Protective Guide in the hole of the targeter.

 Remove 48

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 
[40.3619] into the socket of the locking screw:

 - 4.5 mm [1.1653.xxx] in the case of standard locking,
 - 5.0 mm [3.1657.xxx] in the case of locking in threaded 
hole of nail.

Then advance such system into the Protective Guide 
9/6.5 mm [40.3614]. Insert the locking screw in the pre-
pared hole (until the groove on the hexagonal Screw-
driver 3.5 matches the edge of protective guide).

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Protec-
tive Guide.

 Insert 49

3.1654.xxx
or
3.1657.xxx
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

VI.2. INSERTING COMPRESSION SCREw OR END CUP

 Unscrew the Connecting screw M8x1.25 L-91 [40.5325] using the Socket Wrench S 8 [40.5304]. 
Dismount the the Targeter arm [40.5301] from the nail. 

 Unscrew 50

 Insertion of Compression Screw or End Cap.

OPTION I: Inserting the Compression Screw refers to dynamic method with compression.
Use the Screwdriver [40.3619] to insert the Compression Screw (implant) into the threaded hole of the nail.

OPTION II: Inserting the End Cap refers to dynamic and static methods. 
To secure the inner thread of the nail form bone ingrowth, insert the End Cap (implant) using the Screwdriver [40.3619].

 Insertion 51

OPTION I OPTION II
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

VII.  LOCKING Of INTRAMEDULLARy NAIL USING TARGETER D [40.1344] AND TARGETER 
ARM B [40.5301]

VII.1. DISTAL LOCKING Of THE NAIL USING TARGETER D [40.1344] – „fREEHAND TECHNIQUE”

In this technique an image intensifi er is used to verify the entry points for the Drill and to control the drilling processes. It is recom-
mended to use angular attachment with the surgical drive while drilling the holes, so that surgeon’s hands are not directly exposed 
to X- rays.
After marking the entry points on the skin, make incisions through the soft tissues, each about 1.5 cm in length.

 Use the image intensifi er to establish the place of the Targeter D [40.1344] in line with the nail hole.
The centers of the holes in the targeter and the nail have to match. The teeth of the targeter have to be merged in the cortex.

Insert the Short Trocar [40.1354] into the Targeter D hole, advance it until it reaches cortex and mark the entry point for the drill.

Remove the Trocar.
Leave the Targeter D in place.

 Insert the Drill Guide Short 7/3.5 [40.1358] into the hole in Targeter D [40.1344]. Mount the Drill 3.5/150 mm [40.1364] or Drill 
3.5/250 [40 5330] on the surgical drive and advance such system through the Drill Guide. Drill the hole through both cortex 

layers.

The drilling process should be controlled with image intensifi er.

 Use 52

 Insert 53
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

 Insert the tip of the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] into the socket of the selected 
locking screw. Then advance such system into the hole of Targeter D [40.1344]. Insert 

the locking screw into the prepared hole until its head reaches the cortex of the bone.

Remove the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 and the Targeter D.

NOTE!!!
In order to lock the nail in the second distal hole follow the steps [32] to [35].

 Insert 55

 Insert the Screw Length Measure [40.1374] through the Targeter D hole [40.1344] into 
the drilled hole until its hook reaches the “exit” plane of the hole. Read the length 

of the locking screw on the D scale. 

Remove the Screw Length Measure.
Leave the Targeter D. 

 Insert 54
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SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The above description is not detailed instruction of conduct. The surgeon decides about choosing the operating procedure.

VIII. NAIL ExTRACTION

 Use the Hexagonal Screwdriver 3.5 [40.3619] to remove the End Cap (or compression screw) and all locking screws. 
Insert the Connector M8x1.25 [40.5309] into the threaded nail hole. 

Attach the Impactor-Extractor [40.5308] to the Connector and using the Mallet [40.3667] remove the nail from the medullary canal.

 Use 56


